WINES

WHITES

SONOMA-CUTRER, CHARDONNAY
CA | 28 (HALF BOTTLE)
aromas of fiji apple, fresh roses,
nectarine, and lemon blossom with a
touch of nougat
JORDAN, CHARDONNAY
RUSSIAN RIVER VALLEY | 75
(BOTTLE ONLY)
elegant, juicy, succulent wine that
leaves a lasting impression of fresh
meyer lemon and stone fruits on the
crisp finish
JOSH CELLARS, CHARDONNAY
CA | 10/38
bright tropical flavors highlighted by a
touch of oak; nice creamy finish
RAEBURN, CHARDONNAY
RUSSIAN RIVER | 12/46
delicate aromas of pineapple cake
and baked apples, with a smooth
elegant body

VIGNETI, PINOT GRIGIO
ITALY | 8/30
light-bodied, with bright flavors of citrus,
green apple and honey
MOHUA, SAUVIGNON BLANC,
NEW ZEALAND | 10/38
aromas of papaya, apple and mango
followed by bold citrus and lime flavors
KIM CRAWFORD,
SAUVIGNON BLANC,
NEW ZEALAND | 12/46
light to medium bodied, with aromas of
gooseberry and passionfruit
CONUNDRUM, WHITE BLEND
CA | 11/44
gorgeous aromas of apricot,
honeysuckle, and vanilla. rich, round,
and soft texture; stunning finish
BEX, RIESLING
GERMANY | 8/32
ebullient pink grapefruit and tangerine
notes. delicately sweet yet refreshingly
balanced in acidity

ROSÉ & SANGRIA
FORTANT ROSE
FRANCE | 8/30
delicate on the palate with lovely citrus
and berry flavors

BUBBLES

J. ROGET SPARKLING WINE
CA | 7/28
LAMARCA PROSECCO
ITALY | 9 (SPLIT)

EPPA, SANGRIA
CA | 8/30
red or white, certified organic; enjoy
by the glass or pitcher

SARACCO, MOSCATO D’ ASTI
ITALY | 25 (HALF BOTTLE)
lightly sparkling aromatic wine. aromas
of peach, apricot, lemon peel and
white flowers

REDS

WINES

JOSH CELLARS, CABERNET
CA | 10/38
complex blend of black currant and
spicy berry fruit balanced by the
oak influences
JOEL GOTT, 815 CABERNET
CA | 12/46
nose of plums, cherry spice and mocha
in a elegantly structured and wellbalanced body
GOATS DO ROAM, RED BLEND
SOUTH AFRICA | 8/30
dark red cherries, plums and
cinnamon spice
FREAKSHOW, RED BLEND
CA | 12/46
aromas of blackberry cobbler,
toasted walnuts, espresso bean and
hints of brandy; full bodied with a
velvet‑like texture

BY THE BOTTLE
CAKEBREAD, CABERNET
CA | 110
beautifully fragrant, complex bouquet
of ripe dark cherry and boysenberry,
complimented by aromas of cedar, dark
chocolate and toasty oak
STAGS LEAP, CABERNET
NAPA VALLEY | 80
bouquet of dark plum, blackberry and
hints of vanilla and cinnamon spice

HOUSE WINES
CANYON ROAD, MODESTO
CA | 7/28
CHARDONNAY
WHITE ZINFANDEL

LE CHARMEL, PINOT NOIR
FRANCE | 9/34
aromas of black fruits and cherry jam
with hints of spice and vanilla
MEIOMI, PINOT NOIR
CA | 11/42
an exciting interplay of oak and berries
with rich subtle edges of mocha
and blueberry
LLAMA, MALBEC
ARGENTINA | 9/34
fruit aromas of cherry and blackberry,
with light oaky notes
CHARLES SMITH, VELVET
DEVIL MERLOT
WA | 9/34
beautiful blend of currants and cherries,
full, juicy with a splash of oak

DECOY, CABERNET
CA | 50
this wine impresses for its rounded,
approachable layers of dried herb and
anise. notions of chocolate, cherry
and blackberry. the tannin and oak
lightly applied
SALDO, ZINFANDEL
CA | 60
ritzy concentrated fruits unwind on the
palate, revealing ripe and lush black
cherry and blackberry. toasted aromas
of cigar and black pepper

PINOT NOIR
MERLOT
CABERNET SAUVIGNON

